
lIluminations 

his writings was published in Germany and brought him almost 
immediately a succes dtestime that went far beyond the recogni
tion among the few which he had known in his life. And since 
mere reputation, however high, as it rests on the judgment of 
the best, is never enough for writers and artists to make a living 
that only fame, the testimony of a multitude which need not be 
astronomical in size, can guarantee, one is doubly tempted to say 
(with Cicero), Si vivi vicissent qui morte vicerunt-how different 
everything would have been "if they had been victorious in life 
who have won victory in death." 

Posthumous fame is too odd a thing to be blamed upon the 
blindness of the world or the corruption of a literary milieu. 
Nor can it be said that it is the bitter reward of those who were 
ahead of their time-as though history were a race track on 
which some contenders run so swiftly that they simply disappear 
from the spectator's range of vision. On the contrary, posthu
mous fame is usually preceded by the highest recognition among 
one's peers. When Kafka died in 1924, his few published books 
had not sold more than a couple of hundred copies, but his lit
erary friends and the few readers who had almost accidentally 
stumbled on t~e short prose. pieces (none of the novels was as 
yet published) knew beyond doubt that he was one of the mas
ters of modern prose. Walter Benjamin had won such recognition 
early, and not only among those whose names at that time were 
still unknown, such as Gerhard Scholem, the friend of his youth, 
and Theodor Wiesengrund Adorno, his first and only disciple, 
who together are responsible for the posthumous edition of his 
works and letters. l Immediate, instinctive, one is tempted to say, 
recognition came from Hugo von Hofmannsthal, who published 
Benjamin's essay on Goethe's Elective Affinities in 19241 and from 
Bertolt Brecht; who upon receiving the news of Benjamin's 
death is reported to have said that this was the first real loss Hit
ler had caused to German literature. We cannot know if there is 
such a thing as altogether unappreciated genius, or whether it is 
the daydream of those who are not geniuses; but we can be rea .. 
sonably sure that posthumous fame will not be their lot. 

Fame is a social phenomenon; ad gloriam non est satis unius 
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opinio (as Seneca remarked wisely and pedantically), "for fame 
the opinion of one is not enough," although it is enough for 
friendship and love. And no society can properly function with
out classification, without an arrangement of things and men in 
classes and prescribed types. This necessary classification is the 
basis for all social discrimination, and discrimination, present 
opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, is no less a constituent 
element of the social realm than equality is a constituent element 
of the political. The point is that in society everybody must an
swer the question of what he is-as distinct from the question of 
who he is-which his role is and his function, and the answer of 
course can never be: I am unique, not because of the implicit 
arrogance but because the answer would be meaningless. In the 
case of Benjamin the trouble (if such it was) can be diagnosed 
in retrospect with great precision; when Hofmannsthal had read 
the long essay on Goethe by the completely unknown author, 
he called it "schlechthin unvergleichlich" ("absolutely incom
parable"); and the trouble was that he was literally right, it 
could not be compared with anything else in existing literature. 
The trouble with everything Benjamin wrote was that it always 
turned out to be sui generis. ' 

Posthumous fame seems, then, to be the lot of the unclassi
f'iable ones, that is, those whose work neither fits the existing 
order nor introduces a new genre that lends itself to future clas
sification. Innumerable attempts to write a la Kafka, all of them 
dismal failures, have only served to emphasize Kafka's unique
ness, that absolute' originality which can be traced to no prede
cessor and suffers no followers. This is what society can least 
come to terms with and upon which it will always be very re
luctant to bestow its seal of approval. To put it bluntly, it would 
be as misleading today to recommend Walter Benjamin as a lit
erary critic and essayist as it would have been misleading to 
recommend Kafka in 1924 as a short-story writer and novelist. 
To describe adequately his work and him as an author within 
our usual framework of reference, one would have to make a 
great many negative statements, such as: his erudition was great, 
but he was no scholar; his subject matter comprised texts and 
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their interpretation, but he was no philologist; he was greatly 
attracted not by religion but by theology and the theological 
type of interpretation for which the text itself is sacred, but he 
was no theologian and he was not particularly interested in the 
Bible; he was a born writer, but his greatest ambition was to pro
duce a work consisting. entirely of quotations; he was the first 
German to translate Proust (together with Franz Hessel) and 
St.-John Perse, and before that he had translated Baudelaire's 
Tableaux parisiens, but he was no translator; he reviewed books 
and wrote a number of essays on living and dead writers, but he 
was no literary critic; he wrote a book about the German ba
roque and left behind a huge unfinished study of the French 
nineteenth century, hut he was no historian, literary or other
wise; I shall try to show that he thought roetically, but he was 
neither a poet nor a philosopher. 

Still, in the rare moments when he cared to define what he 
was doing, Benjamin thought of himself as a literary critic, and 
if he can be said at all to have aspired to a position in life it 
would have been that of "the only true critic of German liter
ature" (as Scholem put it in one of the few, very beautiful letters 
tJ the friend that have been published), except that the very 
notion of thus becoming a useful member of society would have 
repelled him. No doubt he agreed with Baudelaire, "f!.tre un 
hornme utile m' a paru toujours quelque chose de bien hideux." 
In the introductory paragraphs to the essay on Elective Affini
ties, Benjamin explained what he understood to be the task of the 
literary critic. He begins by distinguishing between a commen
tary and a critique. (Without mentioning. it, perhaps without 
even being aware of it, he used the term Kritik, which in normal 
usage means criticism, as Kant used it when he spoke of a Critique 
of Pure Reason.) 

Critique [he wrote] is concerned with the truth content of a work 
of art, the commentary with its subject matter. The relationship be
tween the two is determined by that basic law of literature according 
to which the work~s truth content is the more relevant the more in
conspicuously and intimately it is bound up with its subject matter. 
If therefore precisely those works turn out to endure whose truth is 
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most deeply embedded in their subject matter, the beholder who con
templates them long after their own time finds the realia all the more 
striking in the work as they have faded away in the world. This 
means that subject matter and truth content, united in the work's 
early period, come apart during its afterlife; the subject matter be~ 
comes more striking while the truth content retains its original con
cealment. To an ever-increasing extent, therefore, the interpretation 
of the striking and the odd, that is, of the subject matter, be~omes a 
prerequisite for any later critic. One may liken him to a paleographer 
in front of a parchment whose faded text is covered by the stronger 
outlines of a script referring to that text. Just as the paleographer 
would have to start with reading the script, the critic must start with 
commenting on his text. And out of this activity there arises imme
diately an inestimable criterion of critical judgment: only now can 
the critic ask the basic question of all criticism...:..namely, whether the 
work's shining truth content is due to its subject matter Of whether 
the survival of the subject matter is due to the truth content. For as 
they come apart in the work, they decide on its immortality. In this 
sense the history of works of art prepares their critique, and this is 
why historical distance increases their power. If, to 'use a simile, one 
views the growing work as a funeral pyre, its commentator can be 
likened to the chemist, its critic to an alchemist. While the former 
is left with wood and ashes as the sale objects of his analysis, the lat
tef is concerned only with the enigma of the flame itself: the enigma 
of being alive. Thus the critic inquires about the truth whos~ living 
flame goes on burning over the heavy logs of the past and the light 
ashes of life gone by. 

The critic as an alchemist practicing the obscure art of 
transmuting the futile elements of the real into the shining, en
during gold of truth, or rather watching and interpreting the 
historical process that brings about such magical transfiguration
whatever we may think of this figure, it hardly corresponds to 

. anything we usually have in mind when we classify a writer as 
a literary critic. 

There is, however, another less objective element than the 
mere fact of being unclassifiable which is involved in the life of 
those who "have won victory in death." It is the element of bad 
luck, and this factor, very prominent in Benjamin's life, cannot 
be ignored here because he himself, who probably never thought 
or dreamed aQout posthumous fame, was so extraordinarily aware 
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of it. In his writing and also in conversation he used to speak 
about the "little hunchback," the "bucklicht Mannlein," a Ger
man fairy-tale figure oUt of Des Knaben Wundethorn, the fa
mous collection of German folk poetry. 

Will ich in mein' Keller gem, 
Will mein Weinlein zapfen; 
Steht ein bucldicht Mannlein 

da, 
Tat mir1n Krug wegschnap-

pen. 

Will ich in mein Kiichel gehn, 
Will mem Siipplein kochen; 
Steht ein bucklicht Minnlein 

da, 
Hat mein Topflein brochen.· 

The hunchback was an early acquaintance of Benjamin, who had 
first met him when, still a child, he found the poem in a children's 
book, and he never forgot. But only once (at the end of A Ber
lin Childhood around 1900) t when anticipating death he at
tempted to get hold of "his 'entire life' ... as it is said to pass be
fore the eyes of the dying/' did he clearly state who and what 
it was that had terrified him so early in life and was to accom
pany him until his death. His mother, like millions of other moth
ers in Germany, used to say, "Mr. Bungle sends his regards" 
(Ungesehickt liisst griissen) whenever one of the countless little 
catastrophes of childhood had taken place. And the child knew 
of course what this strange bungling was all about. 'The mother 
referred to the "little hunchback," who caused the objects to 
play their mischievous tricks upon children; it was he who had 
tripped you up when you fell and knocked the thing out of your 
hand when it went to pieces. And after the child came the 
grown-up man who knew what the child was still ignorant of, 
namely, that it was not he who had provoked "the little one" by 
100king at him-as though he had been the ,boy who wished to 
learn what fear was-but that the hunchback had looked at him 
and that bungling was a misfortune. For "anyone whom the lit
tle man looks at pays no attention; not to himself and not to the 

• When I go down to the cellar 
There to draw some wine, 
A little hunchback who's in there 
Grabs that jug of mine. 
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When I go into my kitchen, 
There my soup to make, 
A little hunchback who's in there 
My little POt did break. 
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little man. In consternation he stands before a pile of debris" 
(Schriften I, 650-52). 

Thanks to the recent publication of his letters, the story of 
Benjamin's life may now be sketched in broad outline; and it 
would be tempting indeed to tell it ,as a sequence of such piles 
of debris since there is hardly any question that he himself 
viewed it in that way. But the point of the matter is that he 
knew very well of the mysterious interplay, the ,place "at which 
weakness and genius coincide," which he so masterfully diag
nosed in Proust. For he was of course also speaking about him
self when, in complete agreement, he quoted what Jacques 
Riviere had said about Proust: he "died of the same inexperience 
that permitted him to write his works. He died of ignorance ... 
because he did not know how to make a fire or open a window" 
("The Image of Proust"). Like Proust, he was wholly inca
pable of changing "his life's conditions even when they were 
about to crush him." (With a precision suggesting a sleepwalker 
his clumsiness invariably guided him to the very center of a mis
fortune, or wherever something of the sort might lurk. Thus, in 
the winter of 1939-40 the danger of bombing made him decide 
to leave Paris for a safer place. Well, no bomb was ever dropped 
on Paris, but Meaux, where Benjamin went, was a troop center 
and probably one of the very few places in France that was 
seriously endangered in those months of the phony war.) But 
like Proust, he had every reason to bless the curse and to repeat 
the strange prayer at the end of the folk poem with which he 
closes his childhood memoir: 

Liebes Kindlein, ach, ich bitt, 
Bet furs bucklicht Miinnlem mit.*' 

In retrospect, the inextricable net woven of merit, great gifts, 
clumsiness, and misfortune into which his life was caught can 
be detected even in the first pure piece of luck that opened Ben
jamin's career as a writer. Thr~ugh the good offices of a friend, 
he had been able to place "Goethe's Elective Affinities" in Hof-

• 0 dear child, I beg of you, 
Pray for the little hunchback too. 
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mannsthal's Neue Deutsche Beitriige (1914-25). This study, a 
masterpiece of German prose and still of unique stature in the 
general field of German literary criticism and the specialized 
field of Goethe scholarship, had already been rrjected several 
times, and Hofmannsthal's enthusiastic approval came at a mo
ment when Benjamin almost despaired of "finding a taker for it" 
(Briefe I, 300). But there was a decisive misfortune, apparently 
never fully understood, which under the given circumstances 
was necessarily connected with this chance. The only material 
security which this first public breakthrough could have led to 
was the Habilitation, the first step of the university career for 
which Benjamin was then preparing himself. This, to be sure, 
would not yet have enabled him to make a living-the so-called. 
Privatdozent received no salary-but it would probably have in
duced his father to support him until he received a full profes
sorship, since this was a common practice in those days. It is now 
hard to understand how he and his friends could ever have 
doubted that a Habilitation under a not unusual university pro
fessor was bound to end. with a catastrophe. If the gentlemen 
involved declared later that they did not understand a single 
word of the study, The Origin of German Tragedy, which Ben
jamin had submitted, they can certainly be believed. How were 
they to understand a writer whose greatest pride it was that "the 
writing consists largely of quotations-the craziest mosaic tech
nique imaginable" -and who placed the greatest emphasis on the 
six mottoes that preceded the study: "No one ... could gather 
any rarer or more precious ones"? (Briefe I, 366). It was as if a 
real master had fashioned some unique object, only to offer it 
for sale at the nearest bargain center. Truly, neither anti-Semitism 
nor ill will toward an outsider-Benjamin had taken his degree in 
Switzerland during the war and was no one's disciple-nor the 
customary academic suspicion of anything that is not guaranteed 
to be mediocre need have been involved. 

However-and this is where bungling and bad luck come in
in the Germany of that time there was another way, and it was 
precisely his Goethe essay that spoiled Benjamin's only chance 
for a university career. As often with Benjamin's writings, this 
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study was inspired by polemics, and the attack concerned Fried
rich Gundolf's book on Goethe. Benjamin's critique was defini
tive, and yet Benjamin could have expected more unde.rstanding 
from Gundolf and other members of the circle around Stefan 
George, a group with whose intellectual world he had been 
quite fall)iliar in his' youth, than from the "establishment"; and 
he probably need not have been a member of the circle to earn 
his academic accreditation under one of these men who at that 
time were just beginning to get a fairly comfortable foothold in 
the academic world. But the one thing he should not have done 
was to mount an attack on the most prominent and most capable 
academic member of the circle so vehement that everyone was 
bound to know, as he explained retrospectively later, that he 
had "just as little to do with academe ... as with the monuments 
which men like Gundolf or Ernst Bertram have erected." 
(Briefe II, 52 3). Yes, that is how it was, And it was Benjamin's 
bungling or his misfortune to have announced this to the world 
tJefore he was admitted 'to the university. 

Yet one certainly ca'1not say that he consciously disregarded 
due caution. On the contrary, he was aware that "Mr. Bungle 
sends his regards" and took more precautions than anyone else 
I have known. But his system of provisions against possible dan
gers, including the "Chinese courtesy" mentioned by Scholem,2 

invariably, in a strange and mysterious way, disregarded the real 
danger. For just as he fled from the safe Paris to the dangerous 
Meaux at the beginning of the war-to the front, as it were-his 
essay on Goethe inspired in him the wholly unnecessary worty 
that Hofmannsthal might take amiss a very cautious critical re
mark about Rudolf Borchardt, one of the chief contributors to 
his periodical. Yet he expected only good things from having 
found for this "attack upon the ideology of George's school ... 
this one place where they will find it hard to ignore the in
vective" (Briefe I, 341). They did not find it hard at all. For no 
one was more isolated than Benjamin, so utterly alone. Even the 
authority cf Hofmannsthal-"the new patron,H as Benjamin called 
him in the first burst of happiness (Briefe I, 3l7)-could not 
alter this situation. His voice hardly mattered compared with the 
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very real power of the George school, an influential group in 
which, as with all such entities, only ideological allegiance 
counted, since only ideology, not rank and quality, can hold a 
group together. Despite their pose of being above politics, 
George's disciples were fully as conversant with the basic prin
ciples of literary maneuvers as the professors were with the fun
damentals of academic politics or the hacks and i ournalists with 
the ABC of "one good tum deserves another." 

Benjamin, however, did not know the score. He never knew 
how to handle such things, was never able to move among such 
people, not even when "the adversities of outer life which some
times corne from all~sides, like wolves" (Briefe I, 198), had al
ready afforded him' some insight into the ways of the world. 
Whenever he tried to adjust and be co-operative so as to get some 
firm ground under his feet somehow t things were sure to go 
wrong. 

A major study on Goethe from the viewpoint of Marxism
in the middle twenties he came very close to joining the Com
munist Party-never appeared in print, either in the Great Rus
sian Encyclopedia, for which it was intended, or in present-day 
Germany. Klaus Mann, who had commissioned a review of 
Brecht's Threepenny Novel for his periodical Die Sammlung, 
returned the manuscript because Benjamin had asked 250 French 
francs-then about 10 dollars-for it and he wanted to pay only 
150. His commentary on Brecht's poetry did not appear in his 
lifetime. And the most serious difficulties finally developed with 
the Institute for Social Research, which, originally (and now 
again) part of the University of Frankfurt, had emigrated to 
America and on which Benjamin depended financially. Its guiding 
spirits, Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, were "dialec
tical materialists" and in their opinion Benjamin's thinking was 
"undialectic," moved in "materialistic categories, which by no 
means coincide with Marxist ones," was "lacking in mediation" 
insofar as, in an essay on Baudelaire, he had related "certain con
spicuous elements within the superstructure ... directly, per~ 
haps even causally, to corresponding elements in the substruc
ture." The result was that Benjamin's original essay, "The Paris 
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of the Second Empire in the Works of Baudelaire," was not 
printed, either then in the magazine of the Institute or in the 
posthumous two-volume edition of his writings. (Parts of it have 
now been published-"Der Flaneur" in Die Neue Rundschau; De
cember 1967, and "Die Moderne" in Das Argument, March 1968.) 

Benjamin probably was the most peculiar Marxist ever pro
duced by this movement, which God knows has had its full share 
of oddities. The theoretical aspect that was bound to fascinate 
him was the doctrine of the superstructure, which was only 
briefly sketched by Marx but then assumed a disproportionate 
role in the movement as it was joined by a disproportionately 
large number of intellectuals, hence by people who were inter
ested only in the superstructure. Benjamin used this doctrine 
only as a heuristic-methodological stimulus and was hardly in
terested in its historical or philosophical background. What fas
cinated him about the matter was that the spirit and its material 
manifestation were so intimately connected that it seemed per
missible to discover everywhere Baudelaire's correspondances, 
which clarified and illuminated one another if they were prop
erly correlated, so that finally they would no longer require any 
interpretative or explanatory commentary. He was concerned 
with the correlation between a street scene, a speculation on the 
stock exchange, a poem, a thought, with the hidden line which 
holds them together and enables the historian or philologist to 
recognize that they must a11 be placed in the same period. When 
Adorno criticized Benjamin's "wide-eyed presentation of actual
ities" (Briefe II, 793), he hit the nail right on its head; this is 
precisely what Benjamin was doing and w~nted to do. Strongly 
influenced by surrealism, it was the "attempt to capture the por
trait of history in the most insignificant representations of reality, 
its scraps, as it wereH (Briefe II, 685). Benjamin had a passion for 
small, even minute things; Scholem tells about his ambition to 
get one hundred lines onto the ordinary page of a notebook and 
about his admiration for two grains of wheat in the Jewish sec
tion of the Musee Cluny "on which a kindred soul had inscribed 
the complete Shema Israel." 3 For him the size of an object was 
in an inverse ratio to its significance. And this passion, far from 
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being a whim, derived directly from the only world view that 
ever had a decisive influence on him, from Goethe's conviction 
of the factual existence of an Urp hiin omen, an archetypal phe
nomenon, a conc;rete thing to be discovered in the world of ap
pearances in whir:h "significance" (Bedeutung, the most Goeth
ean of words, keeps recurring in Benjamin's writings) and 
appearance, word and thing, idea and experience, would coincide. 
The smaller the object, the more likely it seemed that it could 
contain in the most concentrated form everything e1se; hence his 
delight that two grains of wheat should contain the entire Shema 
Israel, the very essence of Judaism, tiniest essence appearing on 
tiniest entity, from which in both cases everything else originates 
that, however, in significance cannot be compared with its ori
gin. In other words, what profoundly fascinated Benjamin from 
the beginning was never an idea, it was always a phenomenon. 
"What seems 'paradoxical about everything that is justly called 
beautiful is the fact that it appears" (Schriften I, 349), and this 
paradox-or, more simply, the wonder of appearance-was always 
at the center of all his concerns, 

How remote these studies were from Marxism and dia1ectical 
materiaHsm is confirmed by their central figure, the fidneur.4 It is 
to him, aimlessly strolling through the crowds in the big cities in 
studied contrast to their hurried, purposeful activity, that things 
reveal themselves in their secret meaning: "The true picture of 
the past flits by" (UPhilosophy of History"), and only the {laneur 
who idly strolls by receives the message. With great acumen 
Adorno has pointed to the static element in Benjamin: "To under
stand Benjamin properly one must feel behind his every sentence 
the conversion of extreme agitation into something static, indeed, 
the static notion of movement itself" (Schriften I, xix). Natu
rally, nothing could be more "undialectic" than this attitude in 
which the "angel of history" (in the ninth of the "Theses on the 
Philosophy of History") does not dialectically move forward into 
the future, but has his face "turned toward the past." "Where a 
chain of events appears to us, he sees one single catastrophe which 
keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his 
feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and join 
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together what has been smashed to pieces." (Which would pre
sumably mean the end of history.) "But a storm is blowing from 
Paradise" and "irresistibly propels him into the future to which 
his back is turned, while the pile of ruins before him grows sky
ward. What we call progress is this storm." In this angel, which 
Benjamin saw in Klee's "Angelus Novm., the fidneur experiences 
his final transfiguration. For just as the fidneur, through the gestus 
of purposeless strolling, turns his back to the crowd even as he 
is propelled and swept by it, so the "angel of history," who looks 
at nothing but the expanse of ruins of the past, is blown back
wards into the future by the storm of progress. That such think
ing should ever have bothered with a consistent, dialectically 
sensible, rationally explainable process seems absurd. 

It should also be obvious that such thinking neither aimed nor 
could arrive at binding, generally valid statements, but that these 
were replaced, as 'Adorno critically remarks, "by metaphorical 
ones" (Briefe II, 785). In his concern with directly, actually 
demonstrable concrete facts, with single events and occurrences 
whose ~'significance" is manifest, Benjamin was not much inter
ested in theories or "ideas" which did not immediately assume the 
most precise outward shape imaginable. To this very complex 
but still highly rea1istic mode of thought the Marxian relation
ship between superstructure and substructure became, in a pre
cise sense, a metaphorical one. If, for example-and this would 
certainly be in the spirit of Benjamin's thought-the abstract 
concept Vernunft (reason) is traced back to its origin in the 
verb vernehme'll (to perceive, to hear), it may be thought that 
a word from the sphere of the superstructure has been given 
back its sensual substructure, or, conversely, that a concept has 
been transformed into a metaphor-provided that "metaphor" is 
understood in its original, nonallegorical sense of metapherein 
(to transfer). For a m~taphor establishes a connection which is 
sensually perceived in its immediacy and requires no interpre
tation, while an allegory always proceeds from an abstract no
tion and then invents something palpable to represent it almost 
at will. The allegory must be explained before it can become 
meaningful, a solution must be found to the riddle it presents, so 
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that the often laborious interpretation of allegorical figures al
ways unhappily reminds one of the solving of puzzles even 
when no more ingenuity is demanded than in the allegorical rep
resentation of death by a skeleton. Since Homer the metaphor 
has borne that element of the poetic which conveys cognition; 
its use establishes the correspondances between physically most 
remote things-as when in the Iliad the tearing onslaught of fear 
and grief on the hearts of the Achaians corresponds to the com
bined onslaught of the winds from north and west on the dark 
waters (Iliad IX, 1-8); or when the approaching of the army 
moving to battle in line after line corresponds to the sea's long 
billows which, driven by the wind; gather head far out on the 
sea, roll to shore line after line, and then burst on the land in 
thunder (Iliad IV, 412-23). Metaphors are the means by which 
the oneness of the world is poetically brought about. What is so 
hard to understand about Benjamin is that without being a poet 
he thought poetically and therefore was bound to regard the 
metaphor as the greatest gift of language. Linguistic "trans
ference" enables us to give material form to the invisible-"A 
mighty fortress is our God" -and thus to render it capable of 
being experienced. He had no trouble understanding the theory 
of the superstructure as the final doctrine of metaphorical think
ing-precisely because without much ado and eschewing all "me
diations" he directly related the superstructure to the so-called 
"materiar' substructure, which to him meant the totality of sen
sually experienced data. He evidently was fascinated by the very 
thing that the others branded as "vulgar-Marxist" or "undialec
tical" thinking. 

It seems plausible that Benjamin, whose spiritual existence had 
been formed and informed by Goethe, a poet and not a philos
opher, and whose interest was almost exclusively aroused by 
poets and novelists, although he had studied philosophy, should 
have found it easier to communicate with poets than with theo
reticians, whether of the dialectical or the metaphysiCal variety. 
And there is indeed no question but that his friendship with 
Brecht-unique in that here the greatest living German poet met 
the most important critic of the time, a fact both were fully 
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aware of-was the second and incomparably more important 
stroke of good fortune in Benjamin's life. It promptly had the 
most adverse consequences; it antagonized the few friends he 
had, it endangered his relation to the Institute of Social Research, 
toward whose "suggestions" he had every reason "to be docile" 
(Briefe II, 683), and the only reason it did not cost him his 
friendship with Scholem was Scholem's abiding loyalty and ad
mirable generosity in all matters concerning his friend. Both 
Adorno and Scholem blamed Brecht's "disastrous influence" Ii 
(Scholem) for Benjamin's clearly undialectic usage of Marxian 
categories and his determined break with all metaphysics; and 
the trouble was that Benjamin, usuaJIy quite inclined to com
promises albeit mostly unnecessary ones, knew and maintained 
that his friendship with Brecht constituted an absolute limit not 
only to docility but even to diplomacy, for "my agreeing with 
Brecht's production is one of the most important and most stra
tegic points in my entire position" (Briefe II, 594). In Brecht he 
found a poet of rare intellectual powers and, almost as important 
for him at the time, someone on the Left who., despite all talk 
about dialectics, was no more of a dialectical thinker than he 
was, but whose intelligence was uncommonly close to reality. 
With Brecht he could practice what Brecht himself called "crude 
thinking" (das plumpe Denken): "The main thing is to learn 
how to think crudely. Crude thinking, that is the thinking of the 
great," said Brecht, and Benjamin added by way of elucidation: 
"There are many people whose idea of a dialectician is a lover of 
subtleties .... Crude thoughts, on the contrary, should be part 
and parcel of dialectical thinking, because they are nothing but 
the referral of theory to practice . . . a thought must be crude 
to come into its own in action." 6 Well, what attracted Benjamin 
to crude thinking was probably not so much a referral to prac
tice as to reality, and to him this reality manifested itself most 
directly in the proverbs and idioms of everyday language. "Prov
erbs are a school of crude thinking," he writes in the same con
text; and the art of taking proverbial and idiomatic speech lit
erally enabled Benjamin-as it did Kafka, in whom figures of 
speech are often clearly discernible as a so~rce of inspiration and 
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furnish the key to many a "riddle" -to write a prose of such 
singularly enchanting and enchanted closeness to reality. 

Wherever one looks in Benjamin's life, one will find the little 
hunchback. Long before the outbreak of the Third Reich he was 
playing his evil tricks, causing publishers who had promised 
Benjamin an annual stipend for reading manuscripts or editing a 
periodical for them to go bankrupt before the first number ap
peared. Later the hunchback did allow a collection of magnifi
cent German letters, made with infinite care and provided with 
the most marvelous commentaries, to be printed-under the title 
Deutsche Menschen and with the motto" Von Ehre obne Ruhm/ 
Von Grosse obne Glanz/Von Wurde obne Sold" (Of Honor 
without Fame/Of Greatness without Splendor/Of Dignity with
out Pay); but then he saw to it that it ended in the cellar of the 
bankrupt Swiss publisher, instead of being distributed, as in
tended by Benjamin, who signed the selection with a pseudonym, 
in Nazi Germany. And in this cellar the edition was discovered 
in 1961, at the very moment when a new edition had come off 
the press in Germany. (One would also charge it to the little 
hunchback that often the few things that were to take a good 
tum first presented themselves in an unpleasant guise. A case in 
point is the translation of Anabase by Alexis Saint-Leger Leger 
[St.-John Perse) which Benjamin, who thought the work "of 
little importance" [Briefe I, 381], undertook because, like the 
Proust translation, the assignment had been procured for him by 
Hofmannsthal. The translation did not appear in Germany': until 
after the war, yet Benjamin owed to it his contact with Leger, 
who, being a diplomat, was able to intervene and persuade the 
French government to spare Benjamin a second internment in 
France during the war-a privilege that very few other refugees 
enjoyed.) And then after mischief came "the piles of debris," the 
last of which, prior to the catastrophe at the Spanish border, was 
the threat he had felt, since 1938, that the Institute for Social 
Research in New York, the only "material and moral support" 
of his Paris existence (Briefe II, 839), would desert him. "The 
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very circumstances that greatly endanger my European situation 
will probably make emigration to the U.S.A. impossible for me," 
so he wrote in April of 1939 (Briefe II, 810), still under the im
pact of the "blow" which Adorno's letter rejecting the first 
version of the Baudelaire study had dealt him in November of 
1938 (Briefe II, 790). 

Scholem is surely right when he says that next to Proust, 
Benjamin felt the closest personal affinity with Kafka among con
temporary authors, and undoubtedly Benjamin had the "field of 
ruins and the disaster area" of his own work in mind when he 
wrote that "an u:tderstanding of [Kafka's] production involves, 
among other things, the simple recognition that he was a failure)) 
(Briefe II, 614)' What Benjamin said of Kafka with such unique 
aptness applies to himself as well: "The circumstances of this 
failure are multifarious. One is tempted to say: once he was cer
t~ n of eventual failure, everything worked out for him en route 
as in a dream" (Briefp II, 764). He did not need to read Kafka to 
think like Kafka. When "The Stoker" was all he had read of 
Kafka, he had already quoted Goethe's statement about hope in 
his essay on Elective Affinities: "Hope passed over their heads 
like a star that falls from the sky"; and the sentence with which 
he concludes this study reads as though Kafka had written it: 
"Only for the sake of the hopeless ones have we been given hope" 
(Schriften I, 140). 

On September 16, 1940, Walter Benjamin, who was about to 
emigrate to America, took his life at the Franco-Spanish border. 
There were various reasons for this. The Gestapo had confis
cated his Paris apartment, which contained his library (he had 
been able to get "the more important half"~ out of Germany) and 
many of his manuscripts, and he had reason to be concerned also 
about the others which, through the good offices of George 
BatailIe, had been placed ill the Bibliotheque Nationale prior to 
his flight from Paris to Lourdes, in unoccupied France.7 How 
was he to live without a library, how could he eam a living 
without the extensive collection of qllotations and excerpts 
among his manuscripts? Besides, nothing drew him to America, 
where, as he used to say, people would probably find no other 
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use for him than to cart him up and down the country to ex
hibit him as the "last European." But the immediate occasion for 
Benjamin's suicide was an uncommon stroke of bad luck. 
Through the armistice agreement between Vichy France and the 
Third Reich, refugees from Hitler Germany-Ies refugies pro
venant d'Allemagne, as they were officially referred to in France
were in danger of being shipped back to Germany, presumably 
only if they were political opponents. To save this category of 
refugees-which, it should be noted, never included the unpolit. 
ical mass of Jews who later turned out to be the most endangered 
of all-the United States had distributed a number of emergency 
visas through its consulates in unoccupied France. Thanks to the 
efforts of the Institute in New York, Benjamin was among the 
first to receive such a visa in Marseilles. Also, he quickly ob
tained a Spanish transit visa to enable him to get to Lisbon and 
board a ship there. However, he did not have a French exit visa, 
which at that time was still required and which the French gov
ernment, eager to please the Gestapo, invariably denied to Ger
man refugees. In general this presented no great difficulty, since 
a relatively short and none too arduous road to be covered by 
foot over the mountains to Port Bou was well known and was 
not guarded by the French border poJice. Still, for Benjamin, 
apparently suffering from a cardiac condition (Briefe II, 841), 
even the shortest walk was a great exertion, and he must have 
arrived in a state of serious exhaustion. The small group of refu
gees that he had joined reached the Spanish border town only 
to learn that Spain had closed the border that same day and that 
the border officials did not honor visas made out in Marseilles. 
The refugees were supposed to return to France by the same 
route the next day. During the night Benjamin took his life, 
whereupon the border officials, upon whom this suicide had made 
an impression, allowed his companions to proceed to Portugal. 
A few weeks later the embargo on visas was lifted again. One day 
earlier Benjamin would have got through without any trouble; 
one day later the people in Marseilles would have known that for 
the time being it was impossible to pass through Spain. Only on 
that particular day was the catastrophe possible. 
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II, THE DARK TIMES 

"Anyone who cannot cope with life while he is alive needs one 
hand to ward off a Uttle his despair over his fate . .. but with his 
other hand he can jot down what he sees among the ruins, for be 
sees different and more things than the others; after ali, be is 
dead in his own lifetime and the real survivor'" 

-Franz Kafka. DIARIES, entry of October 19, 191I 

"Like one who keeps afloat on a shipwreck by climbing to the 
top of a mast that is already crumbling. But from there he bas a 
chance to give a signal leading to his rescue." 

-Walter Benjamin in a letter to 
Gerhard Scholem dated April 17, 1931 

Often an era most clearly brands with its seal those who have 
been least influenced by it, who have been most remote from it, 
and who therefore have suffered most. So it was with Proust, 
with Kafka, with Karl Kraus, and with Benjamin. His gestures 
and the way he held his head when listening and talking; the 
way he moved; his manners, but especially his style of speaking, 
down to his choice of words and the shape of his syntax; finally, 
his downright idiosyncratic tastes-all this seemed so old-fash
ioned, as though he had drifted out of the nineteenth century 
into the twentieth the way one is driven onto the coast of a 
strange land. Did he ever feel at home in twentieth-century Ger
many? One has reason to doubt it. In 1913, when he first visited 
France as a very young man, the streets of Paris were "almost 
more homelike" (Briefe I, 56) to him after a few days than the 
familiar streets of Berlin. He may have felt even then, and he 
certainly felt twenty years later, how much the trip from Berlin 
to Paris was tantamount to a trip in time-not from one country 
to another, but from the twentieth century back to the nine
teenth. There was the nation par excellence whose culture had 
determined the Europe of the nineteenth century and for which 
Haussmann had rebuilt Paris, "the capital of the nineteenth cen
tury," as Benjamin was to call it. This Paris was not yet cosmo-
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poHtan, to he sure, but it was profoundly European, and thus it 
has, with unparalleled naturalness, offered itself to all homeless 
people as a second home ever since the middle of the last century. 
Neither the pronounced xenophobia of its inhabitants nor the 
sophisticated harassment by the local police has ever been able 
to change this. Long before his emigration Benjamin knew how 
"very exceptional [it was] to make the kind of contact with a 
Frenchman that would enable one to prolong a conversation 
with him beyond the first quarter of an hour" (Briefe I, 445). 
Later, when he was domiciled in Paris as a refugee, his innate 
nobility, prevented him from developing his slight acquaintances 
-chief among them was Gide-into connections and from making 
new contacts. (Werner Kraft-so we learned recently-took him 
to see Charles du Bos, who was, by virtue of his "enthusiasm for 
German literature," a kind of key figure for German emigrants. 
Werner Kraft had the better connections-what irony! 8) In his 
strikingly judicious review of Benjamin's works and letters as 
well as of the secondary literature, Pierre Missac has pointed out 
how greatly Benjamin must have suffered because he did not get 
the "reception" in France that was due him.9 This is correct, of 
course, but it surely did not come as a surprise. 

No matter how irritating and offensive all this may have been, 
the city itself compensated for everything. Its boulevards, Ben
jamin discovered as early as 1913, are formed by houses which 
"do not seem made to be lived in, but are like stone sets for peo
ple to walk between" (Briefe I, 56). This city, around which 
one still can travel in a circle past the old gates, has remained 
what the cities of the Middle Ages, severely walled off and pro
tected against the outside, once were: an interior, but without the 
narrowness of medieval streets, a generously built and planned 
open-air irzterieur with the arch of the sky like a majestic ceiling 
above it. "T:.e finest thing here about all art and all activity is 
the fact that they leave the few remainders of the original and 
the natural their splendor" (Briefe I, 42 [). Indeed, they help 
them to acquire new luster. It is the uniform fa~ades, lining the 
streets like inside walls, that make one feel more physically shel
tered in this city than in any other. The arcades which connect 
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the great boulevards and offer protection from inclement weather 
exerted such an enormous fascination over Benjamin that he re
ferred to his projected major work on the nineteenth century 
and its capital simply as "The Arcades" (Passagenarbeit); and 
these passageways are indeed like a symbol of Paris, because they 
clearly are inside and outside at the same time and thus represent 
its true nature in quintessential form. In Paris a stranger feels at 
home because he can inhabit the city the way he lives in his own 
four walls. And just as one inhabits an apartment, and makes it 
comfortable, by living in it instead of just using it for sleeping, 
eating, and working, so one inhabits a city by strolling through 
it without aim or purpose, with one's stay secured by the count
less cafes which line the streets and past which the life of the city, 
the flow of pedestrians, moves along. To this day Paris is the only 
one among the large cities which can· be comfortably covered on 
foot, and more than any other city it is dependent for its liveli
ness on people who pass by in the streets, so that the modern 
automobile traffic endangers its very existence not only for tech
nical reasons. The wasteland of an American suburb, or the resi-

,dential districts of many towns, where all of street life takes 
place on the roadway and where one can walk on the sidewalks, 
by now reduced to footpaths, for miles on end without encoun
tering a human being, is the very opposite of Paris. What all 
other cities seem to permit only reluctantly to the dregs of so
ciety-strolling, idling, fidnerie-Paris streets actually invite every .. 
one to do. Thus, ever since the Second Empire the city has been 
the paradise of all those who need to chase after no livelihood, 
pursue no career, reach no goal-the paradise, then, of bohemians, 
and not only of artists and writers but of all those who have 
gathered about them because they could not be integrated either 
politically-being homeless or stateless-or socially. 

Without considering this background of the city which be
came a decisive experience for the young Benjamin one can 
hardly understand why the fianeur became the key figure in his 
writings. The extent to which this strolling determined the pace 
of his thinking was perhaps most clearly revealed in the pecu
liarities of his gait, which Max R ychner described as "at once 
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advancing and tarrying, a strange mixture of both." 10 It was the 
walk of a !laneur, and it was so striking because, like the dandy 
and the snob, the flaneur had his home in the nineteenth century, 
an age of security in which children of upper-middle-class fam
ilies were assured of an income without having to work, so that 
they had no reason to hurry. And just as the city taught Ben~ 
jamin !lanerie, the nineteenth century's secret style of walking 
and thinking, it naturally aroused in him a feeling for French 
literature as well, and this almost irrevocably estranged him from 
normal German intellectual life. "In Germany I feel quite iso
lated in my efforts and interests among those of my generation, 
while in France there are certain forces-the writers Giraudoux 
and, especially, Aragon; the surrealist movement-in which I see 
at work what occupies me too"-so he wrote to HofmannsthaI in 
1927 (Briefe I, 446), when, having returned from a trip to Mos
cow and convinced that literary projects sailing under the Com
munist flag were unfeasible, he was setting out: to consolidate his 
"Paris position" (Briefe I, 444-45). (Eight years earlier he had 
mentioned the "incredible feeling of kinship" which Peguy had 
inspired in him: "No written work has ever touched me so 
closely and given me such a sense of communion" [ETiefe I, 
217] . ) Well, he did not succeed in consolidating anything, and 
success would hardly have been possible. Only in postwar Paris 
have foreigners-and presumably that is what everyone not born 
in France is called in Paris to this day-been able to occupy "posi
tions/' On the other hand, Benjamin was forced into a position 
which actually did not exist anywhere t which, in fact, could not 
be identified and diagnosed as such until afterwards. It was the 
position on the "top of the mast" from which the tempestuous 
times could be surveyed better than from a safe harbor, even 
though the distress signals of the "shipwreck," of this one man 
who had not learned to swim either with or against the tide, were 
hardly noticed-either by those who had never exposed them
selves to these seas or by those who were capable of moving 
even in this element. 

Viewed from the outside, it was the position of the free-lance 
writer who lives by his pen; however, as only Max Rychner 
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seems to have observed, he did so in a "peculiar way," for "his 
publications were anything but frequent" and "it was never quite 
clear . . . to what extent he was able to draw upon other re
sources." 11 Rychner's suspicions were justified in every respect. 
Not only were "other resources" at his disposal prior to his emi
gration, but behind the fa~de of free-lance writing he led the 
considerably freer, albeit constantly endangered, life of an homme 
de lettres whose home was a library that bad been gathered with 
extreme care but was by no means intended as a working tool; 
it consisted of treasures whose value, as Benjamin often repeated, 
was proved by the fact that he had not read them-a library, 
then, which was guaranteed not to be useful or at the service of 
any profession. Such an existence was something unknown in 
Germany, and almost equally unknown was the occupation 
which Benjamin, only because he had to make a living, derived 
from it: not the occupation of a literary historian and scholar 
with the requisite number of fat tomes to his credit, but that of 
a critic and essayist who regarded even the essay form as too 
vulgarly extensive and would have preferred the aphorism if he 
had not been paid by the line. He was certainly not unaware of 
the fact that his professional ambitions were directed at some
thing that simply did not exist in Germany, where, despite Licht
enberg, Lessing, Schlegel, Heine, and Nietzsche, aphorisms have 
never been appreciated and people have usually thought of crit
icism as something disreputably subversive which might be en
joyed-if at all-only in the cultural section of a newspaper. It 
was no accident that Benjamin chose the French language for 
expressing this ambition: "Le but que je m'avais propose . .. 
c' est d' etre considerc com:me Ie premier critique de la litterature 
allemande. La difficulte c'est que, depuis plus de cinquante ans, J« 
critique litteraire en Alle11'JlJgne n'est plus consideree comme un 
genre ser;eux. Se faiTe une situation dans la critique, cela ... veut 
dire: la reereer cO'fl'lme genre" ("The goal I set for myself ... is 
to be regarded as the foremost critic 'of German literature. The 
trouble is that for more than fifty years literary criticism in Ger
many has not been considered a serious genre. To create a place 
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in criticism for oneself means to re-create it as a genre") (Briefe 
II, 505). 

There is no doubt that Benjamin owed this choice of a pro
fession to early French influences, to the proximity of the great 
neighbor on the other side of the Rhine which inspired in him 
'iO intimate a sense of affinity. But it is much more symptomatic 
that even this selection of a profession was actually motivated 
by hard times and financial woes. If one wants to express the 
"profession" he had prepared himself for spontaneously, although 
perhaps not deliberately, in social categories, one has to go back 
to Wilhelminian Germany in which he grew up and where his 
first plans for the future took shape. Then one could say that 
Benjamin did not prepare for anything but the "profession" of 
a private collector and totally independent scholar, what was 
then called Privatgelehrter. Under the circumstances of the time 
his studies, which he had begun before the First World War, 
could have ended only with a university career, but unbaptized 
Jews were still barred from such a career, as they were from any 
career in the civil service. Such Jews were pennitted a Habilita
tion and at most could attain the rank of an unpaid Extraordi
narius; it was a tareer which presupposed rather than provided 
an assured' income. The doctorate which Benjamin decided to 
take only "out of consid ... :ation for my familyu (Briefe I, 216) 
and his subsequent attempt at Habilitation were intended as the 
basis for his family's readiness to place such an income at his dis
posal. 

This sitUation changed abruptly after the war: the inflation 
had impoverished, even dispossessed, large numbers of the bour
geoisie, and in the Weimar Republic a university career was open 
even to unbaptized Jews. The unhappy story of the Habilitation 
shows clear]y how little Benjamin took these altered circum
stances into account and how greatly he continued to be dom
inated by prewar ideas in all financial matters. For from the out
set the Habilitation had only been intended to call his father "to 
order" by supplying "evidence of public recognition" (Briefe I, 
193) and to make him grant his son, who was in his thirties at 
that time, an income that was adequate and, one should add, com-
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mensurate with his social standing. At no time, not even when 
he had already come close to the Communists, did he doubt that 
despite his chronic conflicts with his parents he was entitled to 
such a subvention and that their demand that he "work for a 
living" was "unspeakable" (Briefe I, 291). When his father said 
later that he could not or would not increase the monthly stipend 
he was paying anyway, even if his son achieved the Habilitation, 
this naturally removed the basis of Benjamin's entire undertaking. 
Until his parents' death in 1930, Benjamin was able to solve the 
problem of his livelihood by moving back into the parental home, 
living there first with his family (he had a wife and a son), and 
after his separation-which came soon enough-by himself. (He 
was not divorced until 1930.) It is evident that this arrangement 
caused him a great deal of suffering, but it is just as evident that 
in all probability he never seriously considered another solution. 
It is also striking that despite his permanent financial trouble he 
managed throughout these years constantly to enlarge his library. 
His one attempt to deny himself this expensive passion-he vis
ited the great auction houses the way others frequent gambling 
casinos-and his resolution even to sell something "in an emer
gency" ended with his feeling obliged to "deaden the pain of this 
readiness" (Briefe I, 340) by making fresh purchases; and his 
one demonstrable att~mpt to free himself from financial depen
dence on his family ended with the proposal that his father im
mediately give him "funds enabling me to buy an interest in a 
secondhand bookstore" (Briefe I, 191). This is the only gainful 
employment that Benjamin ever considered. Nothing came of it, 
of course. 

In view of the realities of the Germany of the twenties and 
of Benjamin's awareness that he would never be able to make a 
living with his pen-"there are places in which I can earn a min
imum and places in which I can live on a minimum, but there is 
no place where I can de, both" (Briefe II, 563)-his whole atti
tude may strike one as unpardonably irresponsible. Yet it was 
anything but a case of irresponsibility. It is reasonable to assume 
that it is just as hard for rich people grown poor to believe in 
their poverty as it is for poor people turned rich to believe in 
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their wealth; the former seem carried away by a recklessness of 
which they are totally unaware, the latter seem possessed by a 
stinginess which actually is nothing but the old ingrained fear 
of what the next day may bring. 

Moreover, in his attitude to financial problems Benjamin was 
by no means an isolated case. If anything, his outlook was typical 
of an entire generation of German-Jewish intellectuals, a]though 
probably no one else fared so badly with it. Its basis was the men
tality of the fathers, successful businessmen who did not think 
too highly of their own achievements and whose dream it was 
that their sons were destined for higher things. It was the secu
larized version of the ancient Jewish belief that those who "learn" 
-the Torah or the Talmud, that is, God's Law-were the true 
elite of the people and should not be bothered with so vulgar an 
occupation as making money or working for it. This is not to 
say that in this generation there were no father-son· conflicts; on 
the contrary, the literature of the time is full of them, and if 
Freud had Jived and carried on his inquiries in a country and 
language other than the German-Jewish milieu which supplied 
his patients, we might never have heard of an Oedipus corpplex.12 

But as a rule these conflicts were resolved by the sons' laying 
claim to being geniuses, Of, in the case of the numerous Com
munists from well-to-do homes, to being devoted to the welfare 
of mankind-in any case, to aspiring to things higher than making 
money-and the fathers were more than willing to grant that this 
was a valid excuse for not making a ~living. Where such claims 
were not made or recognized, catastrophe was just around the 
corner. Benjamin was a case in point: his father never recognized 
his claims, and their relations were extraordinarily bad. Another 
such case was Kafka, who-possibly because he really was some
thing like a genius-was quite free of the genius mania of his en
vironment, never claimed to be a genius, and ensured his financial 
independence by taking an ordinary job at the Prague workmen's 
compensation office. (His relations with his father were of course 
equally bad, but for different reasons.) And still, no sooner had 
Kafka taken this position than he saw in it a "running start for 
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suicides," as though he were obeying an order that says "You 
have to earn your grave." 18 

For Benjamin, at any rate, a monthly stipend remained the 
only possible form of income, and in order to receive one after 
his parents' death he was ready, or thought he was, to do many 
things: to study Hebrew for three hundred marks a month if the 
Zionists thought it would do them some good, or to think dia
lectically, with all the mediating trimmings, for one thousand 
French francs if there was no other way of doing business with 
the Marxists. The fact that despite being down and out he later 
did neither is worthy of admiration, and so is the infinite pa
tience with which Scholem, who had worked very hard to get 
Benjamin a stipend for the study of Hebrew from the university 
in Jerusalem, allowed himself to be put off for years. No one, 
of course, was prepared to subsidize him in the only "position" 
for which he was born, that of an homme de lettres, a position 
of whose unique prospects neither the Zionists nor the Marxists 
were, or could have been, aware. 

Today the hormne de lettres strikes us as a rather hannless, 
marginal figure, as though he were actually to be equated with 
the figure of the Privatgelehrter that has always had a touch of 
the comic. Benjamin, who felt so close to French that the lan
guage became for him a "sort of alibi" (Briefe II, 505) for his 
existence, probably knew about the h011rme de lettres's origins in 
prerevolutionary France as well as about his extraordinary career 
in the French Revolution. In contrast to the later writers and 
literati, the "ecrivains et litterateurs" as even Larousse defines the 
b01n'l1les de lettres, these men, though they did live in the world 
of the written and printed word and were, above all, surrounded 
by books, were neither obliged nor willing to write and read 
professionally, in order to earn a living. Unlike the class of the 
intellectuals, who offer their services either tD the state as experts, 
specialists, and officials, or to society for diversion and instruc
tion, the hommes de lettres always strove to keep aloof from 
both the state and society. Their material existence was based on 
income without work, and their intellectual attitude rested upon 
their resolute refusal to be integrated politically or socially. On 
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the basis of this dual independence they could afford that attitude 
of superior disdain which gave rise to La Rochefoucauld's con
temptuous insights into human behavior, the worldly wisdom of 
Montaigne, the aphoristic trenchancy of Pascars thought, the 
boldness and open-mindedness of Montesquieu's political reflec
tions. It cannot be my task here to discuss the circumstances 
which eventually turned the hommes de lettres into revolution
ari¢s in the eighteenth century nor the way in which their suc
cessors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries split into the 
class of the "cultured" on the one hand and of the professional 
revolutionaries on the other. I mention this historical background 
only because in Benjamin the element of culture combined in 
such a unique way with the element of the revolutionary and 
rebellious. It was as though shortly before its disappearance the 
figure of the homme de lettres was destined to show itself once 
more in the fullness of its possibilities, although-or, possibly, 
because-it had lost its material basis in such a catastrophic way, 
50 that the purely intellectual passion which makes this figure so 
lovable might unfold in all its most telling and hnpressive possi
bilities. 

There certainly was no dearth of reasons to rebel against his 
origins, the milieu of German-Jewish society in Imperial Ger
many, in which Benjamin grew up, nor was there any lack of 
justification for taking a stand against the Weimar Republic, in 
which he refused to take up a profession. In A Berlin Childhood 
around 1900 Benjamin describes the house from which he came as 
a "mausoleum long intended for me" (Schriften I, 643). Charac
teristically enough, his father was an art dealer and antiquarian; 
the family was a wealthy and run-of-the-mill assimilated one; 
one of his grandparents was Orthodox, the other belonged to a 
Reform congregation. "In my childhood I was a prisoner of the 
old and the new West. In those days my clan inhabited these 
two districts with an attitude mingled of stubbornness and self~· 
confidence, turning them into a ghetto which it regarded as its 
fief" (Schriften I, 643). The stubbornness was toward their Jew
ishnes5; it was only stubbornness that made them cling to it. The 
self-confidence was inspired by their position in the non-Jewish 
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environment in which they had, after all, achieved quite a bit. 
Just how much was shown on days when guests were expected. 
On such occasions the inside of the sideboard, which seemed to 
be the center of the house and thus "with good reason resembled 
the temple mountains/' was opened, and now it was possible "to 
show off treasures such as idols like to be surrounded with." 
Then "the house's hoard of silver" appeared, and what was dis
played "was there not tenfold, but twentyfold or thirtyfold. 
And when I looked at these long, long rows of mocha spoons or 
knife rests, fruit knives or oyster forks, the enjoyment of this 
profusion struggled with the fear that those who were being ex
pected might all look alike, just as our cutlery did" (Schriften I, 
632). Even the child knew that something was radically wrong, 
and not only because there were poor people ("The poor-for 
the rich children of my age they existed only as beggars. And it 
was a great advance in my understanding when for the first time 
poverty dawned on me in the ignominy of poorly paid work" 
[Schriften I, 632)) but because "stubbornness" within and "self
confidence" without were producing an atmosphere of insecurity . 
and self-consciousness which truly was anything but suitable for 
the raising of children. This was true not only of Benjamin or 
Berlin West· or Germany. With what passion did Kafka try 
to persuade his sister to put her ten-year-old son in a boarding 
school, so as to save him from "the special mentality which is 
particularly virulent among wealthy Prague Jews and which can .. 
not be kept away from children ..• this petty, dirty, sly men
tality." 14 

What was involved, then, was what had since the I 8705 or 
1880s been called the Jewish question and existed in that form 
only in the German-speaking Central Europe of those decades. 
Today this question has been washed away, as it were, by the 
catastrophe of European Jewry and is justly forgotten, although 
one still encounters it occasionally in the language of the older 
generation 0" German Zionists whose thinking habits derive from 
the first decades of this century. Besides, it never was anything 
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but the concern of the Jewish intelligentsia and had no signifi
cance for the majority of Central European Jewry. For the in
tellectuals, however, it was of great importance, for their own 
Jewis~ness, which played hardly any role in their spiritual house
hold, determined their social life to an extraordinary degree and 
therefore presented itself to them as a moral question of the first 
order. In this moral form the Jewish question marked, in Kafka's 
words, "the terrible inner condition of these generations." 15 No 
matter how insignificant this problem may appear to us in the 
face of what actually happened later, we cannot disregard it 
here, for neither Benjamin nor Kafka nor Karl Kraus can be un
derstood without it. For simplicity's sake I shall state the problem 
exactly as it was stated and endlessly discussed then-namely, 
in an article entitled "German-Jewish Mt. Parnassus" ("Deutsch
jiidischer Parnass") which created a great stir when Moritz Gold
stein published it in I 9 I 2 in the distinguished journal Der Kunst
'Wart. 

According to Goldstein, the problem as it appeared to the 
, Jewish intelligentsia had a dual aspect, the non-Jewish environ

ment and assimilated Jewish society, and in his view the problem 
was insoluble. With respect to the non-Jewish environment~ "We 
Jews administer the intellectual property of a people which de
nies us the right and the ability to do so." And further: "It is 
easy to show the absurdity of our adversaries' arguments and 
prove that their enmity is unfounded. What would be gained by 
this? That their hatred is genuine. When all calumnies have been 
refuted, all distortions rectified, all false judgments about us re~ 
jected, antipathy will remain as something irrefutable. Anyone 
who does not realize this is beyond help." It was the failure ,to 
realize this that was felt to be unbearable about Jewish society, 
whose representatives, on the one hand, wished to remain Jews 
and, on the other, did not want to acknowledge their Jewjshness: 
"We shall openly drum the problem that they are shirking into 
them. We shall force them to own up to their J ewishness or to 
have themselves baptized." But even if this was successful, even 
if the mendacity of this milieu could be exposed and escaped
what would be gained by it? A "leap into modern Hebrew liter-
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ature" was impossible for the current generation. Hence: "Our 
relationship to Germany is one of unrequited love. Let us be 
manly enough at last to tear the beloved out of our hearts. . . . 
I have stated what we must want to do; I have also stated why 
we cannot want it. My intention was to point up the problem. 
It is not my fault that I know of no solution." (For himself, Herr 
Goldstein solved the problem six years later when he became 
cultural editor of the V ossische Zeitung. And what else could 
he have done?) 

One could dispose of Moritz Goldstein by saying that he 
simply reproduced what Benjamin in another context called "a 
major part of the 'VUlgar anti-Semitic as well as the Zionist ideol
ogy" (Briefe I, J 52-53), if one did not encounter in Kafka, on 
a far more serious level, a similar formulation of the problem 
and the same confession of its insolubility. In a letter to Max 
Brod about Gemian-Jewish writers he said that the Jewish ques
tion or "the despair over it was their inspiration-an inspiration 
as respectable as any other but fraught, upon closer examination, 
with distressing peculiarities. For one thing, what their despair 
discharged itself in could not be German literature which on the 
surface it appeared to be," because the problem was not really a 
German one. Thus they lived "among three impossibilities . . . : 
the impossibility of not writing" as they could get rid of their 
inspiration only by writing; "the impossibility of writing in Ger
man"-Kafka considered their use of the German language as 
the "overt or covert, or possibly self-tormenting usurpation of 
an alien property, which has not been acquired but stolen, (rela
tively) quickly picked up, and which remains someone else's pos
session even if not a single linguistic mistake can be pointed out"; 
and finally, "the impossibility of writing differently," since no 
other language was available. "One could almost add a fourth 
impossibility," says Kafka in conclusion, "the impossibility of 
writing, for this despair was not something that could be miti
gated through writing"-as is normal for poets, to whom a god 
has giv~n to say what men suffer and endure. Rather, despair has 
become here "an enemy of life and of writing; writing was here 
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only a moratorium, as it is for someone who writes his last will 
and testament just before he hangs himself." 16 

Nothing could be easier than to, demonstrate that Kafka was 
wrong and that his own work, which speaks the purest German 
prose of the century, is the best refutation of his views. But such 
a demonstration, ,apart from being in bad taste, is all the more 
superfluous as Kafka himself was so very much aware of it-"If 
I indiscriminately write down a sentence," he once noted in his 
Diaries, "it already is perfect" 17_just as he was the only one to 
know that "Mauscheln" (speaking a Yiddishized German), 
though despised by all German-speaking people, Jews or non
Jews, did have a legitimate place in the German language, being 
nothing else but one of the numerous German dialects. And since 
he rightly thought that "within the German language, only the 
dialects and, besides them, the most personal High German are 
really alive," it naturally was no less legitimate to change from 
Mauscbeln, or from Yiddish, to High German than it was to 
change from Low German or the Alemannic dialect. If one reads 
Kafka's remarks about the Jewish troupe of actors which so fas
cinated him, it becomes clear that what attracted him were less 
the specifically Jewish elements than the liveliness of language 
and gesture. 

To be sure, we have some difficulty today in understanding 
these problems or taking them seriously, especially since it is so 
tempting to misinterpret and dismiss them as mere reaction to an 
anti-Semitic milieu and thus as an expression of self-hatred. But 
nothing could be more misleading when dealing with men of the 
human stature and intellectual rank of Kafka, Kraus, and Ben
jamin. What gave their criticism its bitter sharpness was never 
anti-Semitism as such~ but the reaction to it of the Jewish middle 
class, with which the intellectuals by no means identified. There, 
too, it was not a matter of the frequently undignified apologetic 
attitude of official Jewry, with which the intellectuals had hardly 
any contact, but of the lying denial of the very existence of 
widespread anti-Semitism; of the isolation from reality staged 
with all the devices of self-deceptio~ by the Jewish bourgeoisie, 
an isolation which for Kafka, and not only for him, included 
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the often hostile and always haughty separation from the Jew
ish people, the so-called Ostjuden (Jews from Eastern Europe) 
who were, though one knew better, blamed by them for anti
Semitism. The decisive factor in all this was the loss of reality, 
aided and abetted by the wealth of these classes. "Among poor 
people," wrote Kafka, uthe world, the bustle of work, so to speak, 
irresistibly enters the huts . . . and does not allow the musty, 
polluted, child-consuming air of a nicely furnished family room 
to be generated." 18 They fought against Jewish society because 
it would not permit them to live in the world as it happened to 
be, without illusions-thus, for example, to be prepared for the 
murder of Walther Rathenau (in 1911): to Kafka it was "incom
prehensible that they should have let him live as long as that." 19 

What finally determined the acuteness of the problem was the 
fact that it did not merely, or even primarily, manifest itself as 
a break between the generations from which one could have 
escaped by leaving home and family. To only very few German
Jewish writers did the problem present itself in this way, and 
these few were surrounded by all those others who are already 
forgotten but from whom they are clearly distinguishable only 
today when poster.ity has settled the question of who is who. 
("Their political function," wrote Benjamin, "is to establish not 
parties but cliques, their literary function to produce not schools 
but fashions, and their economic function to set into the world 
not producers but agents. Agents or smarties who know how to 
spend their poverty as if it were riches and who make whoopee 
out of their yawning vacuity. One could not establish oneself 
more comfortably in an uncomfortable situation." 20) Kafka, who 
exemplified this situation in the above-mentioned letter by "lin
guistic impossibilities," adding that they could "also be called 
something quite different," poigts to a "linguistic middle class" 
between, as it were, proletarian dialect and high-class prose; it is 
"nothing but ashes which can be given a semblance of life only 
by overeager Jewish hands rummaging through them." One need 
hardly add that the overwhelming majority of Jewish intellec~ 
tuals belonged to this "middle class"; according to Kafka, they 
constituted "the hell of German-Jewish letters," in which Karl 
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Kraus held sway as "the great overseer and taskmaster" without 
noticing how much "he himself belongs in this hell among those 
to be chastised." 21 That these things may be seen quite differ
ently from a non-Jewish perspective becomes apparent when one 
reads in one of Benjamin's essays what Brecht said about Karl 
Kraus: "When the age died by its own hand, he was that hand" 
(Schriften II, 174). 

For the Jews of that generation (Kafka and Moritz Gold
stein were but ten years older than Benjamin) the available forms 
of rebellion were Zionism and Communism, and it is noteworthy 
that their fathers often condemned the Zionist rebellion more 
bitterly than the Communist. Both were escape routes from il
lusion into reality, from mendacity and self-deception to an hon
est existence. But this is only how it appears in retrospect. At the 
time when Benjamin tried, first, a half .. hearted Zionism and then 
a basically no less half-hearted Communism, the two ideologies 
faced each other with the greatest hostility: the Communists 
were defaming Zionists as Jewish Fascists 2Z and the Zionists were 
calling the young Jewish Communists "red assimilationists:' In 
a remarkable. and probably unique manner Benjamin kept both 
routes open for himself for years; he persisted in considering the 
road to Palestine long after he had become a Marxist, without 
allowing himself to be swayed in the least by the opinions of his 
Marxist-oriented friends, particularly the Jews among them. This 
shows clearly how little the -"positive" aspect of either ideology 
interested him, and that what mattered to him in both instances 
was the "negative" factor of criticism of existing conditions. a 
way out of bourgeois illusions and untruthfulness, a position out
side the literary as well as the academic establishment. He was 
quite young when he adopted this radically critical attitude, 
probably without suspecting to what isolation and loneliness it 
would eventually lead him. Thus we read, for example, in a letter 
written in 1918, that Walther Rathenau, claiming to represent 
Germany in foreign affairs, and Rudolf Borchardt, making a 
similar claim with respect to German spiritual affairs, had in com
mon the "will to lie," "the objective mendacity" (Briefe I. 
189 ff). Neither wanted to "serve" a cause through his works-in 
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Borchardt's case, the "spiritual and linguistic resources" of the 
people;· in Rathenau's, the nation-but both used their works and 
talents as "sovereign means in the service of an absolute will to 
power." In addition, there were the litterateurs who placed their 
gifts in the service of a career and social status: "To be a lit
terateur is to live under the sign of mere intellect, just as prosti
tution is to live under the sign of mere sex" (Scbriften II, 179)' 
Just as a prostitute betrays sexual love, a litterateur betrays the 
mind, and it was this betrayal of the mind which the best among 
the Jews could not forgive their colleagues in literary life. In 
the same vein Benjamin wrote five years later-one year after the 
assassination of Rathenau-to a close German friend: ". . . Jews 
today ruin even the best German cause which they publicly 
champion, because their public statement is necessarily venal (in 
a deeper sense) and cannot adduce proof of its authenticity" 
(Briefe I, 310). He went on to say that only the private, almost 
"secret relationships between Gennans and Jews" were legiti
mate, while "everything about German-Jewish relations that 
works in public today causes harm." There was much truth in 
these words. Written from the perspective of the Jewish ques
tion at that time, they supply evidence of the darkness of a pe
riod in which one could rightly say, "The light of the public 
darkens everything" (Heidegger). 

As early as 1913 Benjamin weighed the position of Zionism 
"as a possibility and thus perhaps a necessary commitment" 
(Briefe I, 44) in t!J.e sense of this dual rebellion against the paren
tal home and German-Jewish literary life. Two years later he 
met Gerhard Scholem; encountering in him for the first and only 
rime "Judaism in living form"; soon afterwards came the begin
ning of that curious, endless consideration, extending over a pe
riod of almost twenty years, of emigration to Palestine. "Under 
certain, by no means impossible conditions I am ready if not 
determined [to go to Palestine]. Here in Austria the Jews (the 
decent ones, those who are not making money) talk of nothing 
else." So he wrote in 1919 (Briefe I, 1:U), but at the same time 
he regarded such a plan as an "act of violence" (Briefe I, 108) ~ 
unfeasible unless it turned out to be necessary. Whenever such 
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